PRODUCT NEWS 2017
CHIYODA AND CHIYODA XPRESS
The new, trendy Chiyoda models have everything you need when
cycling in the city: An urban and stylish comfort bike, fully equipped with
Wingee rack and fender, as well as large-volume tires for maximum
comfort and riding enjoyment. With their hollow-chamber design, the
coated aluminum fenders act as a supporting element for the rack - and
almost invisibly.

THE CITY GTS
The new City GTS is an urban speed bike. Equipped with the Shimano
Metrea groupset, it unites design, comfort and sportiness like no other
bike.

X.OVER.SCRAMBLER
The X.Over.Scrambler is incredibly versatile, and with its wide 27.5"
tires, dirt roads and single trails won’t stop you. The special bikepacking
fork allows you to attach a rack or a bottle holder.
Nominated for the German Design Award 2017.

X.OVER.TRAIL
The X.Over.Trail, a full-suspension 27.5“ bikepacking bike, extends
your range of action like no other. Never before has it been possible to
ride even heavily loaded panniers so comfortably and smoothly even
on the worst routes. Gravel roads, paths and mountain bike trails
become much more fun to ride and can be mastered much more easily
on tours. The added comfort offered by the suspension is unique and
will teach you to appreciate the difference between a genuine
suspension and tire suspension.

GRANDE ROUTE
The new Grande Route remains a classic randonneur enabling cyclists
to cover long distances at a sporty pace while retaining seat comfort.
The geometry allows for a comfortable seat position, while features
such as lightweight oversize tubes, 12 mm quick-release axles at the
front and rear and wider 35 mm tires round off the overall design.
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TANAMI GT
In order to offer our randonneur customers greater variety, we have
added a GT version of the Tanami to our range. It is available with the
Rohloff internal gear hub and the new Shift:R Road or with Shimano
derailleur shifting.

PANAMERICANA XPLORE
As the first full-suspension touring bike equipped with a belt drive, the
Panamericana Xplore leaves the competition standing. The unique
Rapid Belt Tensioner, developed together with the Gates Corporation,
combines a low maintenance requirement with high suspension
comfort.

CHIYODA EXPRESS
The large-volume tires not only give the Chiyoda eXpress a new look,
but also guarantee maximum comfort and riding enjoyment. The
integrated design of fender, rack and lighting is not only stylish, but also
stable, lightweight and functional! The pinion gearbox shifts quietly,
easily and accurately. The harmonically graduated gears are optimal
for everyday use and guarantee an absolutely carefree drive. The Go
SwissDrive supports you up to 25 km/h. Nominated for the German
Design Award 2017.

PANAMERICANA EXPLORE
A new-generation touring bike promises touring with full comfort and a
permanent tailwind. The Panamericana eXplore is our full-suspension
e-touring bike with belt drive and leaves nothing to be desired when
it comes to comfort. The unique Rapid Belt Tensioner (RBT) combines
a low maintenance requirement with high suspension comfort. Quickrelease axles on the fork and chain stay make for increased rigidity and
improved handling when fitting and removing wheels. The 250W motor
in the rear wheel hub supports speeds up to 25 km/h and is the ideal
support with a full load or on hills.
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ERGONOMICS AND COMFORT
Our Ergofit concept provides you with a range of carefully selected components covering a broad spectrum and
based on years of customer feedback. We use our own high-quality Black Label components, which are
supplemented by brands such as Brooks, Ergon, Syntace or Jeff Jones to give you the ideal seat position and
ergonomics.

Selle Royal Scientia saddles
The new Scientia saddles from Selle Royal round off our Ergofit
concept. The model range offers a variety of ergonomic saddles that
meet the individual needs of all cyclists. A recess in the center of the
saddle ensures optimum comfort and Royalgel™ at the critical points
provides more cushioning. You can configure the saddles as an option
with our bikes from September.

Brooks Ergon grips
Excessive pressure in the sensitive palm area causes numb fingers, aching
hands and forearms. These ergonomic and anatomically optimized grips offer
100% contact between grip and hand, distribute the pressure effectively and
provide a significantly more comfortable feel. The naturally tanned leather makes
the grip a pleasingly soft point of contact.

Baramind handlebars
The new Baramind handlebars have a unique cushioning system. Elements
flexibly integrated in the handlebars filter out jolts and vibration, reducing the
load on your wrists and upper body.
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SHIFT:R ROAD für Speedhub 500/14
Riding a drop bar with a fully integrated brake-/shift lever and using it
with a Rohloff Speedhub hub is what many riders have dreamed of.
The revised interior of the Shift:R II is combined with the excellent
braking performance of the TRP Hylex disc brake.
-

Shifts up to three gears, allows sporty riding
Brake-/shifting levers with fully hydraulic TRP Hylex disc
brakes
Ergonomic aluminium brake-/shift levers

PLUG V PLUS
The Plug V is the latest evolution of our fully integrated power
supply for your bike. The integrated rechargeable battery makes
sure you can also charge your device under difficult charging
conditions.
The Plug V plus functions:
-

-

-

The Rotary-Door twist lock mechanism closes the USB-C port completely and protects it from moisture and
dirt.
Smart Charge: the Plug V plus adapts to the dynamo hub
and optimizes the charging current
The integrated mini-power-bank makes sure you have
energy while stopping or going at a slow pace.
Intelligent Device Management: the integrated charging
circuit recognizes automatically your device and negotiates
the correct charging current.
Auto-Light-Switch: switches automatically between the
different charging modes. This allows charging and
operating the light at the same time.
Auto-Power-Save: the Auto-Power-Save will be activated
automatically depending on the power level of the minipower-bank and optimizes the buffer functionality.
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